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Eric Hameleers has unofficially contributed to Slackware for what feels like forever. He not only runs his blog Alien
Pastures dedicated to Slackware and offers a huge selection of packages pre-compiled on his vanilla systems, readily
available for our perusal. He also offers the Ktown repository with updated packages of KDE4 and the next generation
Plasma desktop for both the stable and testing branches of Slackware. He also started the Slackware Live project based
on his own LiveSlak scripts to give people an opportunity to run Slackware current without
committing to an install and to get an idea what the next version will be like.
On 25th June the latest line of images was released, one for each desktop. Live ISOs are offered in 32 and 64bit,
although only the Xfce and KDE4 images are available for both architectures. The other two images with MATE or a
Plasma 5 preview substituted for KDE4 are 64bit only. This 1.2.0 release mirrors Slackware current as of 23/06/2018.
Initially there was also a version with the Cinnamon desktop but this seems to have fallen behind.
Apart from the desktop chosen there are some differences in the size of the images. The Xfce spin is just under 700MB,
the standard desktop version with KDE which is just named slackware-live-current is 3.1/3.0 GB respectively, the
MATE version 2.1GB and the Plasma 5 edition a hefty 4.3GB, also due to extra software onboard. Read more about
how the project came about and an overview with tips on Eric's blog.
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